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THIS KIT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO FIT AN 
AVERAGE MARINE ENGINE CONVERSION OF THE 
TYPE DESCRIBED IN THE ENCLOSED INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
 
SOMETIMES INSTALLATION PROBLEMS ARISE DUE 
TO ENGINE VARIATIONS AND/OR MODIFICATIONS AS 
WELL AS SPACE LIMITATIONS AROUND THE ENGINE. 
 
THESE PROBLEMS MAY REQUIRE MODIFICATIONS 
TO THE KIT, OR IN THE EXTREME, KIT EXCHANGES.  
IF A KIT IS RETURNED, IT MUST BE IN THE ORIGINAL 
BOX AND NOT UNPACKED. 
A RETURN AUTHORIZATION MUST BE OBTAINED 
FROM THE SUPPLIER OF KIT & ENCLOSED WITH 
RETURN. 
 
THEREFORE, BEFORE UNPACKING THE KIT, READ 
THE ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY TO 
MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KIT AND 
THAT IT WILL FIT WITHOUT PROBLEMS. 

WARNING:

VERIFY THAT ALL PLASTIC MASKING PLUGS
HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM ALL FITTINGS
AND CONNECTIONS.

THESE PLUGS, IF NOT PROPERLY REMOVED,
CAN CAUSE OVER HEATING AND ENGINE
DAMAGE.
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FRESH WATER COOLING

HEAT EXCHANGER
High-flow, shell and tube design allowing a higher cooling capacity than standard.  All copper 
alloy construction made to the highest industry standards.  Reinforced removable clean-out 
covers are installed on both ends of heat exchanger. 

COOLING SYSTEM CAPACITY
Will maintain coolant temperatures in the 160-170 F range using 160 F thermostat included in 
kit.  System has cooling capacity safety margin higher than industry standards. 

TYPICAL FWC HEAT ECHANGER 

GALLEY WATER HEATING
Heaters such as galley water heaters and cabin heaters are easily supplied with hot water.  
Most of our kits utilize a 3/8” NPT fitting on top of the lower heat exchanger bracket to supply 
the heater inlet.  When the 3/8” NPT fitting is supplied, instructions for the hook-up of the heater 
are supplied in the kit installation instructions. 
When no 3/8” NPT fitting is available, the heater inlet can be supplied by teeing off the heat 
exchanger bypass line. 
The outlet to the heater should be connected to a fitting on the engine-circulating pump 
(normally a ½” NPT thread). 

INSTALLATION TIME
Average installation time is approximately 1-4 hours, assuming new engine and normal 
accessibility.  Allow additional time for filling and testing.  Installation skills are not beyond those 
of most do-it-yourself boat owners.  Complete illustrated installation instructions are included in 
kit.  Ordinary hand tools used, however a hose cutting tool, pipe thread and gasket sealant, and 
a mild thread locker is recommended. 

Heat Exchanger 

Thermostat
Housing

To Galley 
Heater

Thermostat
Bypass Outlet 

Filler Neck with 
Pressure Cap

Removable
End Cap
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GENERAL FILL & START UP

DOUBLE CHECK INSTALLATION
Before filling double-check entire installation.  All fasteners, fittings, and hose clamps must be 
tight.  Make sure engine drain plugs are in place. 

INITIAL FILLING AND FLUSHING
An initial fill and flush is recommended, although not necessary for a brand new engine.  This fill 
is to check the system for leaks and to help remove any sediment that remains in spite of the 
cold-water flush that was performed as part of the installation.  For engines that have been 
previously cooled with raw-water, the flushing is critical.  For more information, see the section 
on silicate dropout in the antifreeze section of these instructions. 
The system should be filled with clean soft water.  If local tap water is hard, we recommend 
distilled water, or drain water from air conditioners or dehumidifiers.  Fill slowly through filler 
neck on top of the heat exchanger until completely full.  Be careful not to damage the gasket 
surfaces of the filler neck with hose or tools. 

START-UP DOCKSIDE
Make sure that engine has normal raw-water supply.  Start engine(s) and run at idle.  
Periodically during warm-up, check temperature of exhaust elbow(s) by touching them with your 
hand.  The elbow(s) should rise in temperature equally. 

If elbow(s) is too hot, stop immediately and investigate reason for insufficient raw-water supply.
See troubleshooting instructions. 

Upon start-up, water level will drop as trapped air from inside engine block is expelled through 
filler neck.  Continue to fill to maintain water level until most of the air has escaped.  This should 
only take a couple of minutes.  Fill completely to top of filler neck and put pressure cap on. 
Fill (plastic) expansion tank half full and continue running until system is fully warmed up to 
thermostat opening temperature (usually 160°F).  Gunning the engine a few times during this 
warm-up period will increase jacket water flow rate and help expel air.  As air bubbles disappear 
in clear tubing leading from the heat exchanger to expansion tank add enough water in 
expansion tank to fill it to its normal level (approximately 2/3 full). 
Check system over to make sure there are no leaks. 

TEST RUN
If everything appears to function properly, take boat for a test run. 
Gradually and in steps, increase power while observing temperature gauge.  Temperature may 
increase slightly from those at idle level.  When throttling very quickly from full power back to 
idle a temporary temperature increase may be observed.

If temperature is too hot (above 185°F), stop immediately and investigate reason for insufficient 
raw-water supply.  See troubleshooting instructions. 

If temperature on temperature gauge appears abnormal, make sure that the gauge is accurate 
before taking additional steps.  Electric type temperature gauges are frequently inaccurate.  See 
troubleshooting instructions. 
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Final flush and fill 
If everything functions normally, return to dock, stop engine(s) and let cool down.  After 
complete cool down, drain and flush system completely. 
If engine is old, it may be desirable to keep the engine operating for some time with only clean 
distilled water.  See the section on silicate dropout in the antifreeze section of these instructions. 
Periodically during the season, repeat the draining/flushing procedure before converting to 
correct antifreeze solution. 
If engine is new, or the engine has been properly flushed, refill system with antifreeze and 
repeat start-up procedures.  If clean soft water is not readily available, consider using a 50% 
premix antifreeze solution. 
When system is hot, correct coolant level in expansion tank is approximately 2/3 full.  Whatever 
the drop is, mark it on the expansion tank.  If system when cool is lower than normal, it indicates 
a coolant leak.  If level is higher, it may indicate that air instead of coolant sucked back from 
expansion tank.  Either condition should be corrected.  See troubleshooting instructions. 

ANTIFREEZE COOLANT
As a permanent coolant on the freshwater side, use an antifreeze solution of sufficient strength 
to handle the lowest temperature that could be expected during winter lay up.  Use at least a 
10% solution of anti-freeze. Do not exceed 50% antifreeze strength.  MONITOR recommends 
the use of a 1/3 solution if possible.  We recommend that you use distilled water especially if 
your local tap water is hard. 

Volume Percent 
Of Ethylene Glycol 

Typical 
Freezing Point Remarks

10% (1 part Glycol to 9 parts water) +26°F (-3°C) Minimum Glycol 
Add corrosion inhibitor 

20% (1 part Glycol to 4 parts water) +19°F (-7°C) Add corrosion inhibitor 

30% (3 parts Glycol to 7 parts water) +5°F (-15°C) Add corrosion inhibitor 

33% (1 part Glycol to 2 parts water) -4°F (-20°C) Recommended 

40% (2 parts Glycol to 3 parts water) -9°F (-23°C)  

45% (9 parts Glycol to 11 parts water) -20°F (-29°C)  

50% (1 part Glycol to 1 part water) -30°F (-34°C) Maximum Glycol 

If the percentage of antifreeze is less than 1/3, add additional corrosion inhibitor. 

Antifreeze solutions provide some corrosion protection for the engine.  However, solutions less 
than 1/3 anti freeze do not have sufficient corrosion protection for maximum engine life.  For that 
reason, if the percentage of antifreeze is less than 1/3, add additional corrosion inhibitor.

DO NOT USE PROPYLENE GLYCOL BASED ANTIFREEZE. 
MONITOR recommends the use of an “Extended Life”,  “Low/non Silicate” anti-freeze. 
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To prevent “silicate dropout”, MONITOR recommends the use of any antifreeze that meets the 
General Motor’s Extended Life Coolant Specification (DEX-COOL®).  These antifreezes are 
readily available at diesel engine supply stores. 
When silicates present in antifreeze drop out, they build up and form a gel.  This is called 
silicate dropout.  A number of things can start this process: high silicate levels from incorrect 
antifreeze concentrations or improper use of coolant additives, impurities in very hard water, 
and severe engine temperature swings. “Boiler-scale” (calcium salts), especially present in used 
engines, present the largest threat of silicate dropout.  It is therefore extremely important that 
used engines are thoroughly flushed.  It is best to run the engine using only clean distilled water 
until much of the calcium salts have dissolved. 
The main effects of the formation of this silicate gel are clogging of the heat exchanger, and 
engine overheating. Silicate gel buildup greatly reduces heat transfer to the coolant. When the 
gel coats the temperature sender, engine overheating can take place without notice. Silicate gel 
also carries abrasive particles to the water pump, where it wears away pump seals causing 
leakage and failure. 
There are few effective methods for cleaning the gel from an already-clogged system. The heat 
exchanger must be removed and sent out for a thorough cleaning. The engine must be flushed 
with a caustic solution. The gel is not water soluble, so flushing with water alone will not work. 

When using “Extended Life”, or “Low/non Silicate” anti-freezes, be careful NOT to mix 
with higher silicate antifreezes or hard water. 

MONITOR recommends the use of a 1/3 solution if possible. 
Use of too strong of an antifreeze solution can hinder heat transfer from the engine, and 
promote silicate dropout.  Pure water conducts heat better than antifreeze and corrosion 
inhibitor; therefore, the addition of antifreeze or other chemicals reduces the water’s capacity to 
draw heat off the engine.  A 1/3 solution is recommended so that no additional corrosion 
inhibitors need to be added. 
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE
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Check for coolant system leaks (especially around 
gasket areas, hose connections, and drain plugs).                  14

Maintain coolant level                  7
Flush seawater section of heat exchanger. 
(When operated in corrosive water only)                  14
Check for marine growth or debris at water pickup. 
Clean, if necessary.                  7
Fasteners
Check for adequate tightness.               -
Hose clamps 
Check for adequate tightness.               -
Drive belts 
Check condition and tension               7

Check and replace zinc anode     7
Hoses - Check for cracks, weather checking, or 
other signs of deterioration.  Replace, if necessary.                -
Pressure cap 
Clean, inspect, and test.                7
Seawater pickup pump 
Inspect                 8

Remove debris on raw-water side                  7
Closed cooling system coolant 
Corrosion inhibitor check                  7

Replace raw-water pump impeller                  8
Closed cooling system coolant 
Change                  8
Closed cooling section 
Clean                 8
Seawater section 
Drain and clean raw-water side                 8
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WARNING: Never remove pressure cap from a hot system.  Allow system to cool down.  
Turn pressure cap 1/4 turn to allow pressure to escape slowly.  Then push down & turn 

pressure cap off completely.

MAINTAIN COOLANT LEVEL
Before starting engine always, check coolant level in expansion tank.  See fill & start up 
instructions.  If coolant level is down, check for leaks in the system and repair.  See trouble 
shooting instructions. 

CHECK FOR MARINE GROWTH
Check for marine growth or debris at water pickup.  Clean, if necessary. 

CHECK DRIVE BELTS
Make sure drive belts on the engine are tight so that the system pumps will function properly.  
Check their condition, and replace as required. 

CHECK ZINC ANODE (IF PRESENT)
Zinc anode should be checked every 50 hours of operation or at least annually.  If zinc part of 
plug is corroded to a point or less than half its original size, replace it. 

CLEAN AND INSPECT PRESSURE CAP
The pressure cap is designed to hold a pressure of 16psi (110kPa) in the closed coolant 
system. This raises the boiling point of the coolant, raising its efficiency. 
Carefully remove the cap from the system.  Wash the cap and the filler neck with clean water to 
remove any deposits or debris. 
Inspect the cap seals for cuts, cracks, or other signs of deterioration.  Replace the cap if it is 
bad.

REMOVE DEBRIS ON RAW-WATER SIDE
Raw-water sediment and debris may accumulate inside the heat exchanger.  This debris may 
interfere with proper flow, causing overheating and increased wear of heat exchanger.  The 
extent to which debris will build up depends on local water conditions and whether or not 
strainers or other devices are installed on the raw water inlet. 
To clear debris from the heat exchanger, remove the end covers.  Clear any accumulated 
debris.  If a more thorough cleaning appears to be warranted, see “Debris blockage” and “Dirt 
buildup” in the troubleshooting guide.  Upon reinstalling end covers, it may be necessary to use 
new gaskets.  If frequent clean outs are necessary install strainers. 

CORROSION INHIBITOR CHECK
To obtain maximum benefits from FWC, the coolant should contain sufficient concentration of 
corrosion inhibitors.  This inhibitor concentration should be checked every year by testing the 
solution for proper alkalinity level.  Do this by using litmus paper.  Paper will turn blue if coolant 
is alkaline and safe.  If paper remains pink, coolant is acidic and should be replaced.  Coolant in 
freshwater cooling system should be changed every 2 years. 
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GENERAL WINTERIZING

A freshwater cooling system is much easier to winterize than a raw-water cooling system since 
antifreeze solution already should be present on the freshwater side of the system.  However, the 
raw-water part of the system must be properly winterized in order to prevent damage. 

Before winterizing the cooling system, make sure that the rest of the engine has been properly 
winterized.  Carefully study the engine manufacturer’s instructions and make sure that all the 
procedures that require running the engine have been performed.  We assume that the engine, as 
part of the general winterizing, has been operated with a garden hose as raw-water supply.

Make sure that the raw-water side of the cooling system has received a thorough flushing 
before starting to winterize cooling system. 

FRESHWATER SIDE
Check freshwater part of system to make sure that it contains antifreeze solution of sufficient 
concentration to handle the lowest temperatures expected in your area.  Use a standard automotive 
type antifreeze tester.  As to necessary strength, check information printed on antifreeze container 
or the chart in the flush and fill directions. 
In addition, check the corrosion inhibitor concentration as outlined in general maintenance.  For 
best protection, change antifreeze at least every other year or whenever the test indicates 
insufficient corrosion inhibitor concentration. 

RAW-WATER SIDE
Drain and clean raw-water side
Remove drain plug and zinc anodes from heat exchanger to drain raw-water.  Remove 
demountable end covers and thoroughly remove any debris including zinc anode particles (if 
system has anode) that may have accumulated.  Unless this debris is removed, it may not be 
possible to fully drain all the small internal tubes.  It only takes trapped water in one tube to 
crack the tube and create a leaking heat exchanger. 

Freeze damage is not covered under warranty, so make sure that a thorough job is done. 

Be especially careful with horizontally mounted heat exchangers since capillary action tends to 
hold water in tubes.  If compressed air is available, blow out any water trapped this way. 
Reinstall drain plug, zinc anodes, and end covers. Upon reinstalling end covers, it may be 
necessary to use new gaskets.

Drain raw-water pump
Remove end cover from pump to let it drain.  For best results, remove rubber impeller from 
pump.  Spray it with silicone oil and store it separately to be used as a spare next season.  
Install fresh impeller every new season in order to make sure that raw-water pump functions 
properly.  If convenient remove the entire pump from the engine and store it in a non-freezing 
area.  For stern drive engine(s) with pump in stern drive, follow manufacturers instructions.
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Drain engine on raw-water side
Following engine manufacturers instructions, drain all additional parts on raw-water system 
such as strainers, hoses, oil coolers, and exhaust system components. 

Fill raw-water system with antifreeze
Draining all the raw-water from the system will protect the raw-water side from freeze damage.  
However, in order to protect the system from corrosion during storage fill the entire raw-water 
side with antifreeze that contains corrosion inhibitors.  It also adds additional freeze protection in 
case the draining of the raw-water side was less than perfect. 
Without running the engine, fill the raw-water side through a hose attached to the lowest part of 
the system.  Leave drain plugs out but have them ready.  Reinstall the plugs as the antifreeze 
reaches the different components and levels.  By letting the antifreeze spill out before you 
reinstall the plug, you know the antifreeze reached everything without creating air pockets. 

Check for leaks
Check to make sure there are no leaks on freshwater or raw-water side. 
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GENERAL TROUBLE SHOOTING

WARNING: If a temperature problem is suspected, be careful.  The cooling system contains 
hot liquid under pressure and a careless action could result in severe injury. 

TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS
Normal temperatures
Most marine FWC thermostats open at 160°F and will be fully open at approximately 180°F.  A new 
clean system under moderate load should operate at the lower end of this range and a dirty system 
under full load might operate in the upper range.  Any temperature that reads outside of this range 
is abnormal and should be investigated. 

Temperature gauge problems
Before trying to diagnose a temperature problem, check the temperature gauge.  Temperature 
gauges, especially electric, are often inaccurate and have temperature scales that are difficult to 
interpret.  Before investigating a suspected temperature problem, check your temperature gauge 
against a thermometer of known accuracy. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING TABLE
Trouble Cause Remedy Page

Check to make sure that the thermostat is of 
the right type. 

11

Check to make sure that the thermostat is 
properly installed. 

11

OVERCOOLING Thermostat not functioning 
properly.

Make sure thermostat functions properly. 11 
Restrictions on the inlet side of the raw-water 
pump

11

Raw-water pump problems 11 
Restrictions on the outlet side of the raw-
water pump 

12

Lack of raw-water flow

Exhaust elbow clog 12 
Restrictions on suction side of water pump 12 
Jacket water pump problems 13 

OVERHEATING

Lack of freshwater flow 

Restrictions on pressure side of jacket water 
pump
     * Engine internal blockage
     * Thermostat not functioning properly 
     * Restriction in the heat exchanger inlet 

13

Debris blockage 14 HEAT EXCHANGER 
DEFECTS Dirt build-up 14 

External leaks 15 Raw-water leaks 
Internal leaks 15 
External leaks  15 Freshwater leaks 
Internal leaks  15 

LEAKAGE PROBLEMS 

Engine leaks 16
 Do not experiment with unapproved thermostats. 
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OVERCOOLING
Though the most common problem is overheating, the opposite may also happen and will create 
long-term problems.  Any good FWC system should have excess cooling capacity.  This 
compensates for the inevitable decrease in cooling capacity that results from the normal buildup of 
dirt on the heat transfer surfaces.  In order to make sure that such a system, when new and clean, 
does not overcool, a thermostat is used to control the flow of coolant to the heat exchanger.  
Overcooling can only result from the thermostat not functioning properly. 

Thermostat not functioning properly.
Check to make sure that the thermostat is of the right type.  Do not assume that just because it 
fits it will function properly.  There is a lot more to thermostat design than most people realize. 

DO NOT EXPERIMENT WITH UNAPPROVED THERMOSTATS. 

Check to make sure that the thermostat is properly installed. 
If the right type and correctly installed, make sure thermostat functions properly by immersing it in 
hot water of known temperature.  The easiest way is to use a pot of water on a stove with an 
accurate thermometer.  Hold thermostat by the flange with a pair of pliers.  Do not let either 
thermostat or thermometer rest against bottom of pan.  Thermostat should open at temperature 
marked on it and be fully open approximately 20°F higher.  It should close again when immersed in 
colder water.  Malfunctioning thermostats cannot be repaired, they must be replaced: make sure 
you get the right type. 

OVERHEATING
Overheating problems can be categorized into three basic problems, which either alone or in 
combination with one another will create overheating.  They are lack of raw-water flow, lack of 
freshwater flow, and heat exchanger defects. 

Lack of raw-water flow 
Lack of raw-water flow will show up as an excessive increase of the raw-water temperature as 
the raw-water passes through the cooling system.  Normal temperature increase varies between 
different engine models but is usually in the range of 40-60°F.  In other words, if incoming raw-
water temperature is 70°F, the outgoing water passing through the exhaust elbows will be in the 
range of 110-130°F.  This will create surface temperatures on the elbow that will be warm but 
not excessively hot.  Therefore, the easiest way to identify a raw-water problem is to check 
whether the engine overheating is combined with excessive temperatures on the outlet side of 
the raw-water system.  If the raw-water side is to blame, there could be three basic reasons. 

Restrictions on the inlet side of the raw-water pump 
Of the pump could be design problems such as undersized plumbing.  In addition, it could be 
maintenance problems such as debris buildup in seacocks, strainers or other components located 
on the suction side of the raw-water system.  Check and clean. 

Raw-water pump problems 
The most common pump in use today is the rubber impeller pump.  The impeller in this pump must 
never be run dry or it will be ruined.  Eventually this impeller will also lose some of its flexibility due 
to old age and lose capacity. 
In order to be on the safe side, we recommend that you replace the impeller annually especially if it 
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is located in the sterndrive and difficult to service during the season.  Keep the old impeller as a 
spare.  If the impeller is damaged with blades missing, make sure that you find the missing blades.  
They could be stuck downstream from the pump interfering with proper flow.  If raw-water pump is 
belt driven, make sure that belt has correct tension. 

Restrictions on the outlet side of the raw-water pump 
These restrictions are often in the form of raw-water debris accumulating on the inlet side of oil 
coolers and heat exchangers.  Always check the units closest to the pump first and work yourself 
downstream.

Exhaust elbow clog 
Over a few years, a problem with rust buildup in the exhaust elbows may develop.  Many exhaust 
elbows have several small holes in the area where the raw-water enters the exhaust pipe.  These 
orifices are designed to ensure proper water distribution at this point.  Unfortunately, because of 
their small diameter they tend to be clogged with the rust particles that a raw-water-cooled elbow 
gives off.  Eventually, an exhaust elbow may be completely plugged up preventing raw-water from 
entering the exhaust pipe and thereby creating a fire hazard. 
In an in-line engine with a single exhaust elbow, this complete blockage will automatically cause 
engine overheating before the exhaust overheats.  This will signal a problem before a fire hazard 
develops.
In a V-type engine however, the situation is more dangerous since one elbow could become 
plugged and the other one not.  In this case, sufficient raw-water may be able to exit through the 
open elbow to keep enough raw-water flowing through the engine heat exchanger.  The engine 
may not overheat but the plugged elbow, exhaust manifold, and exhaust pipe could burn and be 
destroyed.
We recommend that you periodically during the season feel the exhaust elbows to make sure that 
they stay at a normal and even temperature.  Clean or replace these elbows before they cause 
further damage.  Periodic flushing of the engine with freshwater will help minimize these problems. 

Lack of freshwater flow
Lack of freshwater flow will show up as an increase in the temperature difference between in and 
outlet of heat exchanger.  Most modern engine(s) have a flow rate at a level where the temperature 
difference between in and out on a block only system, will be in the range of 10-20°F.  If manifolds 
are included in freshwater system, add another 10-20°F.  Most people find 140°F to be the 
approximate max temperature that they can leave their hand on without discomfort.  Since 
freshwater temperatures normally are above 160°F, it is not practical to check this difference 
without special equipment.  If the engine is cool enough to be touched, it is probably running too 
cold. If lack of freshwater flow is the problem, these are the basic causes of it. 

Restrictions on suction side of jacket water pump 
Besides design problems such as an undersized heat exchanger outlet connection and/or hose, the 
only thing that can go wrong would be a hose being sucked closed.  That is why hoses on the 
suction side, unless they are very short, should be either wire reinforced or have a loose spring 
inside to prevent collapsing. 
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Jacket water pump problems 
Some older designs may have a rubber impeller pump or even gear pumps.  If so, the rules relating 
to raw-water pumps apply. 
Since rubber swells at increasing temperatures, it may be a good idea to give the pump impeller 
more space by using a thicker gasket under the pump cover.  In addition, it is a good idea to use a 
full 50/50 antifreeze solution since the antifreeze will help lubricate the pump. 
The vast majority of modern marine engine(s) use the standard automotive centrifugal jacket water 
pump.  If these pumps have been operated in a raw-water system, they may have corrosion 
damage and may need to be repaired or replaced.  Otherwise, this pump is very trouble free.  The 
only service necessary should be to make sure that it operates at proper speed, by checking that 
the drive belt is not slipping.  In the long run, it may develop a leak or bad bearing, just like in a car, 
but will continue pumping and is seldom causing overheat problems. 

Be aware that if the engine is opposite rotation from the automotive standard, the pump may have a 
somewhat lower flow rate, which may result in slightly higher operating temperatures. 

Restrictions on pressure side of jacket water pump 
In this category belongs: engine internal blockage, malfunctioning thermostats, and restrictions in 
the inlet side of the heat exchanger. 

Engine internal blockage 
It is very unusual that a freshwater-cooled engine would have this problem.  If an engine that has 
been operated on raw-water is converted to FWC, it is possible that old rust and scale deposits will 
create restrictions.  That is why it is important to try to remove as much of this rust and scale as 
possible, as part of the installation process.  Some of the debris may not come loose until normal 
engine operating conditions with higher jacket water flow, heat, and vibration.  It is unusual that this 
debris will create blockage within the engine.  More likely, it will be flushed along and are stuck in 
the heat exchanger. 

Malfunctioning thermostats 
The thermostat has a very important function in any cooling system.  If stuck in an open position it 
will cause overcooling and if stuck closed, overheating.  Its function is more complicated than most 
people realize.  Even a fully open thermostat creates a restriction at the outlet of the engine.  This 
restriction is designed into the system in order to build up pressure in the engine block to help 
suppress localized internal boiling.  Removing a thermostat that is not opening may work as a 
temporary solution to an overheating problem.  If so, it should strictly be used in an emergency and 
the engine should only be operated under minimal load.  As to how a thermostat should be tested, 
see previous discussion about overcooling problems. 

Restrictions in the inlet side of the heat exchanger 
Any debris that may work itself loose in the engine block may be flushed along and get stuck at the 
inlet of the heat exchanger and form a restriction.  If this happens the heat exchanger should be 
back-flushed, that is flushed with water going in the opposite direction from normal.  Depending on 
heat exchanger design and location this may or may not be possible to do with the heat exchanger 
installed.  The best way is to do it with the heat exchanger removed so that it can be turned with the 
inlet down and let both water flow and the force of gravity help remove debris. 
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HEAT EXCHANGER DEFECTS
Since heat exchangers contain no moving parts there is very little that can go wrong with them 
except that they can be plugged with debris and that they will become dirty.  They can also develop 
internal and external leaks.  Leaks will be covered in the next category of troubleshooting.  There is 
also the possibility that a heat exchanger is insufficient in capacity and/or incorrectly manufactured. 
 Those problems, however, will show up immediately upon start-up and the manufacturer should be 
contacted.  In this discussion, we are concerned with the problems that could develop during 
normal usage. 

Debris blockage
The most common problem is where enough debris accumulates in the inlet chamber of the heat 
exchanger, to prevent the raw-water from passing through the tubes and pick up the heat.  Since all 
good heat exchangers should have an existing de-mountable end cover at the inlet and it should be 
a simple operation to remove this debris.  If the problem persists due to local water conditions install 
a good capacity raw-water strainer in the raw-water inlet hose.  Even better is a good hull mounted 
strainer that will prevent debris from entering the system in the first place.  Obviously there is a 
different solution depending on whether the raw-water intake is through a seacock or a sterndrive. 

Dirt build-up
The more long-term problem with heat exchangers is the gradual slow build-up of dirt on both the 
inside and outside of the small tubes that form the heat transfer area.  This will gradually build up as 
a layer of insulation and is compensated for in every good heat exchanger design by so called 
"fouling factor".  This simply means the heat exchanger has excess capacity when new and clean 
so it still performs acceptably when old and dirty.  However, "fouling factor" can only go so far and 
eventually a thorough cleaning of the heat exchanger may be necessary. 
Proper cleaning is a two-step operation.  First, clean the unit with a strong alkaline solution to 
remove organic dirt such as oil.  Second, clean the unit in an acid solution to remove scale.  The 
most drastic solution is to remove the heat exchanger and take it to a radiator shop for a complete 
cleaning.  Make sure that the radiator shop has experience with marine heat exchangers. 
If a less thorough cleaning is desirable, the heat exchanger can be left in the system.  The jacket 
waterside can be cleaned in the same way as an automobile cooling system using any of the better 
radiator cleaning solutions on the market.  The small tubes on the raw-water side can be cleaned by 
using a small diameter long handle brush, similar to what is used for cleaning a rifle barrel.  It is 
possible to acid clean the raw-water side of the heat exchanger without removing it from the boat, 
but it is messy and dangerous.  The ports of the heat exchanger will have to be plugged and the 
unit filled with an inhibited muriatic acid.  Since an operation like that necessitates special safety 
equipment and creates a disposal problem we do not recommend that you try it unless you really 
know what you are doing. 

LEAKAGE PROBLEMS
External & internal leaks
External leaks are the ones where the liquid leaks to the outside of the cooling system and can be 
seen or felt.  Internal leaks are impossible to see or feel directly since they allow liquid to leak into 
internal area of the cooling system or the engine.  Since they are more difficult to find and therefore 
may go on longer, they are often the most serious ones. 
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Raw-water leaks
External leaks 
External leaks on the raw-water side seldom create major problems until they reach a high level.  
They should be fixed since a small leak easily could develop into a major one.  Raw-water can do 
major damage if allowed to encounter other components, especially electric ones. 
Besides the direct damage that a raw-water leakage can do, it may also be a warning signal for 
other problems.  Leaks may start due to pressure build-up in the system resulting from raw-water 
blockage in either heat exchangers or exhaust system. 

Internal leaks 
The result of an internal leak will depend on the pressure existing on either side of the leak.  On a 
FWC equipped engine, raw-water can still enter internally into the engine or transmission through 
raw-water cooled oil coolers.  Raw-water can also get into the engine jacket through the main heat 
exchanger, as well as, enter the engine cylinders through leaky raw-water-cooled exhaust 
manifolds and exhaust elbows.  Any of the above fluids may also go the other way and enter the 
raw-water system. 
Which way the leak will go will depend on which fluid is under the most pressure and usually will 
depend on whether or not the engine is running.  The leak might go one way when the engine is not 
running and the other way when it starts up. 
Either way these leaks are very serious and must be caught early or serious engine damage may 
result.  Check engine and transmission fluid levels frequently and be alert to any abnormal changes 
in levels as well as condition of fluid. 

Freshwater leaks
External leaks
External leaks on the freshwater side may eventually create enough loss of coolant to create an 
overheating situation.  Once the safety margin in the expansion tank is used up, air will enter the 
closed system.  Since a mixture of air and coolant is insufficient as a heat carrier overheating will 
result.
Some leaks may be difficult to find unless system is under pressure.  This pressure is created by 
normal engine temperature.  Since trouble shooting for safety reasons should be done on a cold 
engine, the system may have to be artificially pressurized to show a leak.  A solution to this problem 
is a pressurizing pump for trouble shooting automobile cooling systems available from most auto 
supply stores.  This type of pump usually includes a pressure gauge that will confirm the presence 
of a leak. 

Internal leaks
Internal leaks on the freshwater side can be internal to the heat exchanger.  The freshwater will 
leak out into the raw-water side and escape.  To check for this type of leakage, remove end covers 
from heat exchanger and drain raw-water.  Most antifreeze solutions have a color to them and are 
easy to see if they leak out into the raw-water part of the heat exchanger.  If operating on plain 
water, it may be desirable to dye water with food coloring to be able to see.  Pressurizing the 
freshwater side will help locate the leak.
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Engine leaks
A more serious form of internal leak would be one within the engine where the coolant, leaks 
into the cylinders through a leaky head gasket.  This type of leak will usually show up when 
combustion gases are pushed into the jacket water when the engine is running and under load.
 It will show up as a steady stream of bubbles being pushed through the clear tubing leading 
from the heat exchanger to the expansion tank.  Do not confuse with normal start up de-
aeration.  A device called "bloc check" is available from the auto supply stores, which will 
analyze the gases being pushed out from the cooling system and show whether they are air or
combustion gases.  A leaky head gasket problem is very serious and should be attended to 
immediately by a professional mechanic.  It may result in coolant contaminating the oil.  This is 
why we recommend running an engine initially on plain water to confirm that no leaks exist.  At 
worst, the leaking coolant could accumulate in a cylinder and upon start-up bend a connecting 
rod due to hydraulic lock. 

Fixing leaks
Permanent repairs 
The best way is to create a permanent solution by bringing the leaking components into the proper 
condition.  If major components such as the heat exchanger leaks, make sure they are repaired or 
replaced by competent professionals, preferably by referring them to manufacturers.  Use only 
material suitable for marine use.  Make sure that you get to the root of the problem so that you don't 
put a "patch on a patch".  If a problem appears persistent or suspicious, make sure that you carry 
enough tools and spare parts aboard so that you have a chance to fix it again if the problem would 
reappear while under way. 

Temporary field fixes 
They should strictly be used to bring you back from a trip to proper repair facilities.  Auto supply 
stores normally have hose repair kits that could come in handy.  Also available are cooling 
system sealers.  These products can be tried as temporary solutions to leaks on the freshwater 
side.  Hardening putty of an epoxy type if also available and may prove useful.  Always carry 
extra hose and hose clamps aboard for emergency repair. 
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WARRANTY INFORMATION

WARRANTY
Monitor Products, Inc warranties the kit for two years from the date of original purchase. For 
complete details see Limited Warranty for Fresh Water Cooling Kits document enclosed with your 
kit and located on policies page of our website. 

RETURN POLICY
See Monitor Products Return Policy enclosed with your kit and  located on our policies page of 
our website and contact Customer Service at 1-800-334-4591 x201 or email at 
customerservice@monitorpro.com for Return Authorization number (RMA). Any component 
returned to Monitor Products for any reason must be packed very well and returned freight 
prepaid. Customer Service will give you complete return instructions. Heat exchangers, due to 
their copper alloy construction, are especially easy to damage and must be carefully packed if 
shipping damage is to be avoided.



MONITOR PRODUCTS RETURN POLICY 
 
 

 If you have purchased our product through another company, please contact that 
company for your return. Monitor Products, Inc. will not accept a return made from a 
customer who purchased through another company. You must go back to that company for 
your return options and their policies. 

 If you need to return a part purchased directly from Monitor Products, contact our 
Customer Service at 1- 800-334-4591 ext 201 or email customerservice@monitorpro.com  
prior to shipping the return to obtain Return Material Authorization number (RMA).  Provide 
the reason for return with your request. This is very important to Monitor Products, Inc. as we 
strive for the highest quality in customer satisfaction through continual improvement. 

 Items must be returned to Monitor Products within 30 days from the date of purchase 
and must have a Monitor issued RMA number and copy of original invoice. 

 There are no returns or refunds on special order items. Special orders are products that 
are custom made to your specifications or requirements 

 Returns will be subject to a restocking fee of 15% of purchase price to cover handling 
and restocking item.  All items being returned must be in new condition with undamaged 
original packaging.  Please do not write return numbers, addresses, or any other marks 
directly on original packaging. This packaging needs to be in new and resalable condition 
suitable for restocking. All items returned in non-resalable condition or with parts missing on 
inspection, will be charged an additional fee to restore to new condition at Monitor Products 
discretion. Customer will be informed of additional fee to be deducted from the refund amount. 

 Customers are responsible for the shipping costs for returns. Shipping costs will not be 
refunded. If this is an international sale, all fees such as customs, duties, and related charges 
must be prepaid by the customer. We will not accept any shipment that is sent with any 
collect charges.  We are not responsible for items lost during shipping and will not process 
your return or credit until the item is received and inspected. A refund of the price of the item 
will be issued in the form of credit to the credit card used for the purchase.  

 Please send authorized return, freight prepaid and insured for full value, by UPS ground or 
other traceable means to:  

Monitor Products, Inc., 15400 Flight Path Drive, Brooksville, Florida 34604                                      
ATT: Customer Service/RMA#____,  

 If unforeseen problems arise during attempting to install one of our conversion kits that 
prevent you from completing installation, call our technical support team at 1-800-334-4591 
ext. 209 or 210 or email to support@monitorpro.com for our assistance. If we can not 
overcome the problem and you are still unable to install the kit, you may return the kit but will 
be subject to our normal restocking fees and policies as stated above.  

 If the return is a result of Monitor Products error or a manufacturing defect, you still 
need to contact our Customer Service at 1-800-334-4591 ext 201 prior to shipping the return 
to obtain return authorization number (RMA), include copy of invoice, and have the items 
returned within 30 days from date of original purchase. Monitor Products will pay 
preauthorized shipping costs/reimbursements equivalent to ground/surface shipping rates 
only. In this case, no restocking fee will be charged. Defect will be corrected and kit will be 
shipped back to you promptly. 



                                                                 

 
LIMITED WARRANTY FOR FRESH WATER COOLING  KITS 
 
Unless specifically indicated otherwise, Monitor Products, Inc., located at 15400 Flight Path Dr., 
Brooksville, Florida 34604 warrants this product against defects in workmanship and material for two 
years from date of purchase by the original purchaser** to the extent that Monitor Products, Inc. will, 
at its option, replace or repair the product or any part of it which in Monitor Products, Inc.’s judgment has 
such a defect, provided that you, the original purchaser, has contacted Monitor Products, Inc. by mail, 
email, or phone, within two years from date of purchase.  This warranty covers defects in manufacturing 
discovered while using the product as recommended by Monitor Products, Inc.. Keep your original invoice 
with this warranty, as a copy will need to be provided with return  if you should need warranty coverage. 
 
NOT COVERED: 
This warranty does not cover loss or theft, lightning, or natural disasters. Monitor Products, Inc. obligation 
does not include any cost of removal, damage to the engine or vessel or reinstallation, or any other 
consequential damages (such as the cost of repairing or replacing other property which damaged if this 
product does not work properly). This warranty shall not apply if the product has been misused, abused, 
altered, neglected, improperly installed, improper maintenance or improper storage conditions (such as 
freeze damage from lack of recommended winterization in the General Winterizing or General 
Maintenance sections of our General Maintenance Manual supplied with the kit). This warranty does not 
cover parts that are subject to normal wear and tear. 
 
BASIC ENGINE WARRANTY: 
Monitor Products, Inc Fresh Water Cooling System should not affect your basic engine warranty. Over 
heating is the biggest concern and it is the operators responsibility to shut off the engine before this 
occurs. As stated in our installation instructions, “Monitor Products, Inc. strongly recommends that you 
install an audible “buzzer” type alarm, if engine is not equipped with one. These overheat alarms are 
usually combined with low oil pressure alarm and are very reasonable in price.” 
 
LIMITS OF LIABLILITY: 
 Any implied warranties, including without limitation, any warranties of fitness or of merchantability (an 
unwritten warranty that the product is fit for ordinary use) is limited to two years as stated above. This 
warranty does not extend to any one other than the original purchaser. Should the product fail, your sole 
recourse shall be repair or replacement, as described in the preceding paragraphs. Damages not covered 
are, but not limited to consequential damages (as stated above) and incidental damages arising from the 
use or inability to use this product such as towing charges, loss of use, & etc.. In no event will Monitor 
Products, Inc. be liable for more than the amount of your purchase price, not to exceed the current list 
price of the product, and excluding tax, shipping and handling charges. 
By installing or using the product, the user accepts all terms described herein. 
 
**Not withstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, if this product is specifically excluded or 
used for commercial purposes, rental, or other income producing activities, then the duration of this 
warranty shall be six months ( 6 months)  from the date of purchase. 
 
Monitor Products, Inc. reserves the right to improve its products through changes in design or materials 
without being obligated to incorporate these changes in products of prior manufacture and to make 
changes at any time in design, materials, or parts of products without obligation or liability to owners of 
products of prior manufacture. 
 
HOW TO OBTAIN SERVICE: 
Contact Monitor Products Customer Service by mail: 15400 Flight Path Dr., Brooksville, Florida 34604              
ATT: Customer Service, email: customerservice@monitorpro.com, or phone: 1-800-334-4591 ext 201 
within two years of the date of purchase. 
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
The product will be returned by the original purchaser to Monitor Products, Inc. at the original purchaser’s 
expense  (including all freight costs, customs clearance fees or duties both ways) to the address stated 
above after receiving a return authorization number (RMA) from customer service. No return will be 
accepted without an RMA number. Also include copy of original invoice. Explicit packaging instructions 
will be provided and must be adhered to prevent any shipping damages which Monitor Products, Inc. will 
not be responsible for if not packed as instructed.  


